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Motivating Kant’s Account of Purposiveness as Transcendental 

 

Abstract: Despite a growing consensus regarding the shortcomings of Kant’s account of 

purposiveness in The Critique of Aesthetic Judgment (KdU), we still need to maintain the 

principle as transcendental to grasp the limitations and applicability of our judgments regarding 

purpose – particularly in nature. In the absence of a transcendental critique of purposiveness, 

there seems little hope to appropriate a natural deceptiveness Kant finds, when we juxtapose 

cognition and nature as causal, in regards to our experience of the empirical world. A good deal 

of understanding Kant’s claim, that purposiveness is transcendental, stems from sensitivity 

towards a practical problem regarding our judgments. The purpose of this essay is to motivate 

Kant’s account of purposiveness through developing that sensitivity. After an introduction to the 

topic of the transcendental status of purposiveness, I try to provide an uncontroversial account of 

general purposiveness, and then engage Paul Guyer’s deflationary reading of the importance of 

the principle as transcendental. Afterwards, I move on to motivate Kant’s argument by 

distinguishing a theoretical argument of purposiveness (20:201-205) from a practical argument 

(5:385-388). The practical argument exposes a strong need to consider (or re-consider) the 

theoretical argument, and invalidates the idea that the principle of purposiveness is a mere 

heuristic device, and frames the principle as an integral (albeit problematic) part of our capacity 

to judge. 

 

 

§1 Introduction:  

 

     In the Critique of the Power of Judgment (KdU), 1  Kant describes a principle of 

purposiveness2 that many, such as Paul Guyer, urge us to read as a mere research strategy.3 

Others see this principle as an expression of a historical struggle to reconcile Kant’s theoretical 

and practical work and little more.4 These diverse voices unite in rejecting Kant’s claim that the 

principle of purposiveness must be transcendental (a necessary a priori condition for the 

possibility of experience). However, siding with Thomas Teufel, who interprets purposiveness as 
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a kind of causal ancestry (what I will call Kant’s theoretical account of purposiveness), we 

should reject viewing the transcendental status as a “shortcoming” of the principle. Siding with 

Henry Allison, Kant highlights a danger in rejecting the principle as transcendental; shown in the 

antinomy between dogmatic teleology and dogmatic mechanism (what I will call Kant’s practical 

account of purposiveness).5   

     Kant gives compelling motivation for the principle as transcendental by appealing to a 

practical issue about our judgments of nature. The antinomy of purposiveness (the practical 

argument) seems a clear expression of what is at risk in leaving the principle of purposiveness 

outside transcendental determinations.6 This argument relies on Kant’s theoretical analysis from 

the “First Introduction” (20:201-205), but is distinct from it. Both of which I will explain.     

Kant’s practical argument shows that our judgments are confused when we neglect the 

relationship between objects in nature, and the way our judgments shape our experience of them. 

As reflective, purposive judgments only indicate how we organize our observations.7 We are 

mistaken if we take these relations to signify nature itself. The significance of reflection is often 

missing in those critical of Kant’s account of purposiveness, as they emphasize the theoretical 

argument, which makes no explicit comments on reflective judgment. While Kant’s theoretical 

argument does explain the necessity of this principle, it does not emphasize the practical 

problems caused by ignoring its necessity. This is cause for critics to see the transcendental 

account of the principle as under-motivated. I believe proper motivation comes from sensitivity 

to the problem of the antinomial nature of purposiveness. While Kant’s theoretical argument 

speaks to an inability to cognize the empirical realm without a transcendental a priori concept of 

purposiveness, the antinomy deals with the consequent problems from ignoring the theoretical 
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argument. In appreciating the difficulty raised by the practical argument, we further appreciate 

Kant’s theoretical argument.  

     First, I provide a background for understanding the context by which Guyer and I understand 

purposiveness. I briefly discuss Guyer’s criticism (of a transcendental purposiveness as under-

motivated), and his attempt to justify his deflationary approach to purposiveness. 8   Guyer 

believes we must ultimately abandon the transcendental status of the principle due to its lack of 

motivation, and its problematic nature as both regulative and transcendental. 9  Next, I respond to 

Guyer’s deflationary reading of the principle’s scope and importance, and then provide an 

argument for why we should (and why Kant does) understand the principle of purposiveness as 

transcendental.  

     We should find that, in the absence of a transcendental critique of purposiveness, there seems 

little hope to appropriate a natural deceptiveness (which leads to transcendental illusion) 10 Kant 

finds in reason, when we juxtapose cognition and nature as causal. With the introduction of 

transcendental critique, however, a diagnostic for our judgments of purposiveness is available to 

assess these judgments in terms of a critical or pre-critical engagement with nature. If such 

discernment is possible, as I take it to be, the value of such a possibility is sufficient motivation 

to strongly consider (or re-consider) Kant’s theoretical argument. In conclusion, we should also 

see that the principle is not merely a heuristic device, but indispensable judgment and a 

transcendental critique of metaphysics.   

 

§2 General Purposiveness in Kritik Der Urteilskraft:  

2.1 Guyer’s Account of Purposiveness: 
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   Guyer substitutes certain terms for purposiveness, but what matters most to this essay is his 

remark that, “the systematicity of nature itself is more properly called its finality,” and that, 

“[t]he basic sense of finality (Zweckmässigkeit) is then derived from this definition of "end."” 11 

Of interest is (1) finality (Zweckmässigkeit/purposiveness) is interpreted as the systematicity of 

nature, and (2) methodologically, our understanding of purposiveness should come from Kant’s 

definition of ‘end’ (Zweck/purpose). I will elaborate on the significance of this below. 

     To begin with, a transcendental principle is, “one through which the universal a priori 

condition under which alone things can become objects of our cognition at all is represented” 

(5:181, KdU). In other words, a transcendental principle is a principle that represents a necessary 

condition, without which we would not be able to cognize the objects of our experience. Guyer 

writes that, “Kant first explains finality [purposiveness] as a property of the kind of concept 

which can lead to the production of an end…"12 On this, Guyer and I agree. Kant’s definition on 

the general concept of purposiveness is as follows: “the causality of a concept with regard to its 

object is purposiveness (forma finalis)” (5:220, KdU). Kant elaborates in a discussion from §10 

of the KdU, where he defines an end (Zweck):  

If one would define what an end [Zweck, purpose] is in accordance with its 

transcendental determinations (without presupposing anything empirical, such as the 

feeling of pleasure), then an end is the object of a concept insofar as the latter is regarded 

as the cause of the former… (5:220, KdU)  

 

Whereas an end is the product of the cause of a concept, the causality itself is general 

purposiveness. An end is the object of a concept in the sense that the concept seems responsible 

as the cause of the object. We regard the concept as a sort of blueprint for what the object is 

supposed to be. Purposiveness is the causality we regard as coming from the concept. 

Purposiveness is neither the concept nor the object. It is a type of causality, where we experience 

the sense that an object has purpose, attribute this purpose to a concept, and understand the 
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causal link between object and concept as purposiveness itself. Inherent in the idea of an end 

(and by extension purposiveness) is a certain reflexive nature. Put simply, an end is an end only 

when we regard an object in this way. If Kant is right, the object in itself may be neutral to 

purpose. The objects of nature only emerge as purposive when we introduce our regard for them 

as such. An analysis of purposiveness, then, should include the role our regarding plays in our 

experience of objects as purposive. I will return to this in §2.3.  

 

2.2 Guyer’s Concern Regarding Purposiveness as Transcendental: 

 

     Most critics take issue with Kant’s argument found in 20:201-205 of KdU.13 There, Kant 

argues purposiveness is transcendental, as our empirical observations have the potential for an 

infinite amount of empirical laws of such diversity, this, “great heterogeneity of forms of 

nature” would need a “concept of system” (20:203, KdU).  We would never experience an 

empirical whole, with ordered particulars, without this transcendental principle. Because we 

experience this order, we know the principle is operative in a transcendental way. However, 

Guyer reflects the general concern in Kant scholarship by taking purposiveness as a mere 

heuristic device, through the following provocative questions: 

First, if our problem is just that the sheer number of possible laws of nature may be 

overwhelming, it would seem that we could maintain our motivation in searching for 

laws simply by assuming that the number of laws of nature is small enough for us to 

manage…Second, even if the assumption that the laws of nature are internally organized 

in a particular way has heuristic value, giving us a procedure to follow in the formulation 

and testing of hypotheses, why should we have to assume the transcendental principle 

that nature itself is systematic in order to adopt the logical principle of systematicity as a 

heuristic? Given the value of the heuristic, it would seem rational to employ it as far as 

we can as long as we have no conclusive evidence that nature is not systematic.14 

An in-depth analysis of Guyer’s account is not feasible, and my purpose is to show a common 

concern about the transcendental status of this principle. Nonetheless, for Guyer (and many), the 
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account of purposiveness as transcendental is under-motivated as a replacement for the account 

of systematicity as a logical principle for the hypothetical employment of reason.15  On this, he 

asks:  

Why is the ideal of systematic unity among our empirical concepts necessary for the discovery of 

any empirical concepts at all, and why should the ideal of systematicity be conceived of as a 

transcendental and not merely a logical principle?16  

Guyer’s concern is about what the principle of purposiveness can accomplish in the natural 

sciences. His analysis is of the comparative merit between the principle as a logical-hypothetical 

principle and a transcendental principle. Because we can find proper motivation by heuristically 

assuming that the number of laws in nature is small enough to manage, it does not matter how 

heterogeneous these laws are, we still are motivated to search for systematicity without the 

principle being transcendental. As a heuristic device, we do not need conclusive evidence about 

the principle’s actual successes (or our expectations of its success) to use it. For Guyer, the 

principle is a suitable tool for hypothetical investigation, and as it can do no more than that (nor 

need it), to claim the principle is transcendental makes little sense. I find this approach odd in 

assuming the principle’s utility as exhaustive of its justification, and will present an alternative 

account that I believe is more comprehensive and sensitive to what Kant is trying to get at.   

2.3 An Alternate Interpretation of Purposiveness: 

 

     Let us return to the definitions of purpose and purposiveness and in §10 of the KdU. My aim 

in this section is to give an account of Kant’s theoretical argument for purposiveness as 

transcendental in a sympathetic way. Concurrently, I will address why Guyer’s concern should 

fall by the wayside with the interpretation I present. We can begin with a helpful analysis from 

Thomas Teufel: 
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 [t]o characterize an object as exhibiting purposiveness (or as being purposive, or as a 

purpose), according to this definition, is to ascribe to the object a certain kind of causal 

ancestry. It is to make the etiological claim that the object’s concept played a causal role 

in the object’s coming into being, and, hence, in helping to shape and arrange the object 

as it is before us.17  

 

For Teufel, we observe purposiveness as a kind of “causal ancestry,” meaning that our 

observations of an object point backwards to the origin of the observation. There,  we experience 

purposiveness regarding the object to signify that the object was to be one way as opposed to 

another. The cause of this seemingly was to be is the concept of what the object is. Here is an 

example. Imagine a chair in a room, and our unfolding grasp of purposiveness as follows. (1) We 

recognize the chair, as a chair, because it is constructed in such a way to serve our expectations 

of the concept chair; and (2) chairs found in our experience accord with laws of nature. We do 

not see the chair in two locations at once. We can expect that we will not find this chair upside 

down on the ceiling of its own accord, or that the chair will begin to talk to us. Regarding the 

concept of the objects as causal occasions the expectation of regularity and systematicity. For 

whatever is taken to be an object, there is its concept. The concept suggests (falsely or not) the 

objects of experience are supposed to be this way as opposed to that way.  

     However, and perhaps more significantly, Kant’s analysis considers a common maneuver our 

cognition performs when it applies purposiveness to nature itself (when regarded as an object). 

In our practical experience, the mind can (and often does) regard nature erroneously as another 

object. In doing so, nature seems to have its own causal ancestry in its concept. If so, one could 

easily believe that nature is supposed to be some particular way. Yet, we never experience nature 

as a whole, and therefore nature is not an object of experience. This creates a problem for 

cognition in over-extending its proper application of purposiveness to nature.18  
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     In a simplified way, the parts of something lose their meaning in nature unless understood to 

belong to the whole of nature. We cannot reason to a whole without understanding the laws that 

govern the parts’ relation to the whole. How we orient these varying relations among the 

particulars, from empirical laws to one another, and to the objects of our experience, involves 

what Henry Allison refers to as a: “connectability, and hence the coherence, of the first-order 

empirical claims regarding objects falling under these formal conditions.”19 For Kant, there are 

no laws in nature to tell us which laws of nature govern the objects of our experience in any sort 

of necessary way. This is because nature would have to be an object that judgment could take as 

a universal to determine its particulars.20 For Kant, such a concept of nature is illusory. The 

above-mentioned “great heterogeneity” forbids any objective connectability. That there even is a 

relation between empirical objects presupposes this connectability (or purposive causality) as a 

necessity condition for cognition. Otherwise, we would not understand (either the arrangement or 

contrast between) any particular things in nature. In other words, cognition has already 

presupposed purposiveness before any observations. It does so for the sake of the possibility to 

differentiate objects. As Allison notes, just because this is a necessary condition for experience 

does not imply that it is a constitutive condition; “systematicity is not itself a direct condition of 

objects of experience, which is why it has a regulative rather than a constitutive function.”21 In 

other words, without purposiveness, we could not make sense of the relations between the 

objects of our experience, but this is not to say that without purposiveness, we would have no 

objects of experience. It seems incomprehensible, however, how our experience would be 

intelligible at all without this a priori capacity to differentiate the particulars of what we 

experience. Our experience would appear as, to paraphrase Hegel, the night in which all cows are 

black.22 
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     That purposiveness is responsible for the possibility of an intelligible order in experience 

makes it a necessary a priori condition for intelligible experience, but it does not constitute the 

objects of experience for cognition; it associates them. Nonetheless, without this associative 

capacity, experience would be without intelligible differentiation. Knowing, as taking a look, 

would be mere gaping.23 In agreement with Allison, “Kant's claim is not that systematicity is a 

condition of the possibility of forming any empirical concepts…it is rather a condition of 

forming empirical concepts that are cognitively significant.”24 Purposiveness is a necessary a 

priori condition for the understanding to move beyond performing as a blank stare – to an 

intelligible grasp of what lies before it. This is a different claim from insisting there would be no 

empirical concepts themselves without purposiveness. It is important to note, and I will return to 

this, that Kant’s account says nothing about how the object actually is, how nature truly 

functions, or whether any real necessity exists between our concept of purposiveness and nature.  

      

   I believe Kant is not motivated to argue for the transcendental status of the principle of 

purposiveness by its explanatory force as a heuristic device. As I understand it, Kant’s principle 

is not intended to explain psychological desires or goals – such as our hope for a comprehensive 

physics. It is difficult to see how utility in the natural sciences figures into an account of whether 

purposiveness is transcendental. We are not endowed with this notion of purposiveness just to 

sort empirical particulars, but because this is an inseparable part of rationality. Kant’s account is 

not the instrumentalism that Guyer and others suppose. Purposiveness may be heuristic (as the 

theoretical argument suggests), but it is not a mere heuristic device (as the practical argument 

shows). It is not a tool we can pick up and put down at will.  
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§3 The Difficulty Reflective Judgment Creates for Purposiveness: 

 

     The importance of Kant’s account of purposiveness is not how it helps us understand nature, 

but addresses the cause of our misunderstanding nature in the first place. What motivates Kant’s 

transcendental critique of purposiveness is how to solve the following problem: why is reason 

always over-stepping its bounds in its judgments regarding purpose, and what can we do about 

it? Besides Kant’s theoretical argument, there is the claim that purposive judgments are reflective 

judgments, and so an account of such reflection is necessary to understand how we perform such 

judgments. It is both the a priori role of purposiveness in our organization of experience, and a 

general difficulty in reflective judgment, that causes the practical problem of how to use and 

understand purposive judgments. Kant’s theoretical argument does not explain how the principle 

might lead us to mistakes, when we apply the principle to our experience. The antinomy in §70 

shows that we need to pay attention to purposiveness’ transcendental quality, because we can see 

its reflective character is perverting our understanding of nature. Without the restriction of 

transcendental determination, purposiveness as “the cause of a concept of the object,” we can 

mistake the causality for a property of the objects as they are in-themselves, confusing the 

content rendered by the concept as free from the subjective conditions of reflective judgment. In 

§70, we observe what practically happens to cognition’s encounter with the world when the 

transcendental restrictions of purposiveness are not appropriated within an understanding of 

them as transcendental reflective judgments.25  

 

3.1 Purposive Judgments as Reflective Judgments: 

 

     Judgment, in Kant’s KdU, is either determinate or reflective (20:223-224, KdU). Each type of 

judgment (determinate or reflective) operates within the conceptual distinctions of particulars 
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and universals. If a judgment grasps a particular in accordance with a universal, this is a 

determinate judgment. The particular is a determination of, and determined by, the universal in 

the same way we know a box should be shaped as a cube. Our grasp of the universal concept of 

cube determines our recognition of any particular appearance of something cubical, by which we 

can refer to the box as a cube in a determinant way. If we find some particular we have no 

universal concept for, judgment looks towards its own content to sketch (or imagine) various 

scenarios where a universal could account for the presence (or determination) of the particular. 

When this happens, judgment becomes reflexive, highlighting the person’s cognitive capacities 

and content, because they refer to the cognitive performance of the individual in orchestrating 

the relations of the object (5:179, KdU).  

     Ascertaining something objective in reflective judgments is a process frustrated by many 

facets. Kant explains that, “[t]o reflect or consider is to hold given representations up to, and 

compare them with, either other representations or one’s cognitive faculty, in reference to a 

concept that this makes possible” (20:211, KdU). Reflection shows only its capacity and 

characteristics in comparing representations. Reflection employs several subjective means to 

grasp the particular under a speculative26 universal. The judging of reflection is the practice of 

speculating, and that which we judge reflectively is only speculative, or ‘heuristic.’ It may or 

may not be the case. It may or may not aid reason in understanding something. The results of 

such judgments are left on rocky terrain with respect to objective validity. As much as reflective 

judgment is heuristic in its aid to the understanding, it wreaks havoc as well because of its 

speculative nature. Illusion from the potentially faulty nature of memory, the fictive aspects of 

imagination, and just plain oversights in thinking, can bias reflective judgments. It speculates 

how it wishes, heautonomously – as its own rule unto itself (20:225, KdU). In cognition, 
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reflective judgment is unruly, by the creative means it allows itself to employ, in searching for an 

intelligible universal. This provides reason with ample fictive content to take to be real.  

   We now know the difficulty with purposiveness is a disjunct between reflective judgment’s 

speculative content and the empirical world. One may, as Guyer and others do, still wonder why 

a transcendental deduction of purposiveness is necessary. We could claim this only means we 

need to be on guard for faulty judgments. This proves insufficient when we ask how we could 

accomplish such a task. Kant remarks that, “I am not instructed empirically about this 

purposiveness by the object…” (5:365, KdU).  We must explain purposiveness in terms of 

reflective judgment or we kid ourselves regarding the scope of purposive judgments. Granting 

the principle’s reflective quality takes us into the realm of the a priori transcendental, as 

purposiveness is always prior to our experience of the objects in nature. When we infer purpose 

from objects, judgment has gone wrong. We do not know the correlation between our concept of 

purposiveness and nature itself. We cannot use the concept of purposiveness as evidence for 

anything empirical. Neither, however, can we use anything empirical to check the application of 

our concept of purposiveness. Something odd is happening in cognition: we tend to regard nature 

as a restriction that limits the application of our concept of purposiveness, yet the concept is not 

empirically determined. Therefore, we cannot ‘measure’ the correctness of our judgments 

regarding the concept against empirical reality. Conversely, we also tend to think of our concept 

of purposiveness as giving some sort of account for the way empirical reality is, particularly in 

our assumptions of what the object or state-of-affairs signifies. Yet, purpose is not given in either 

the objects or events, and therefore we are not warranted to infer such purposiveness from them.  

This predicament leads to the blendwerk (deceptiveness) of Kant discussion of antinomies in 
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general (A298/B355, KrV), and highlights the antinomial nature of the principle of 

purposiveness.27  

     When we neglect transcendental restrictions, which we will if we do not take purposiveness to 

be transcendental, “the causality of a concept of an object” is seen as a forward-looking teleology 

that engages in transcendental illusion. That is, we take purposiveness to show its causality as 

extrinsic to cognition. Without a transcendental principle of purposiveness, there is no 

transcendental critique. Without a transcendental critique, we use these judgments erroneously 

towards nature, and thereby, with greater or lesser degrees of culpability, we use them 

irresponsibly.  

 

3.2 The Practical Problem as seen in the Antinomy of Purposiveness in Nature: 

 

     Placed in relation to nature and its contents, the principle of purposiveness allows us to make 

practical maxims. Here something curious happens with the principle, if unaided by the 

addendum of its need for transcendental determination – in this case, limiting purposive 

judgments to their reflective scope. If cognition neglects the limiting power of transcendental 

restriction as the caveat (so to speak) of its judgments, it does not grasp that the purposive 

judgment is merely reflective, and that such judgment does not speak to nature and its objects 

themselves. This practical problem emerges as an antinomy as follows.   

     In the search for the categorical, the demand for no exceptions in a lawlike always and 

everywhere, reason arrives at two antithetical ways to apply purposiveness in our experience of 

nature:  

     Thesis [Maxim1]: All generation of material things is possible in accordance with merely     

     mechanical laws. 

     Antithesis [Maxim2]: Some generation of such things is not possible in accordance with merely    
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     mechanical laws. (5:387, KdU)28 

 

Maxim1 refers to the dogmatic mechanist, and Maxim2 refers to the dogmatic teleologist.29 The 

dogmatic mechanist argues that reducing our experience to material causality can sufficiently 

explain the world in terms of physics. The dogmatic mechanist argues there is no way to 

conclude that there is any cause beyond mechanism. Due to the sufficiency of an appeal to 

mechanics, purposiveness is a notion that is illusory regarding the empirical world (5:387-89, 

KdU). Conversely, the dogmatic teleologist affirms the opposite (Kant’s example invokes 

organisms as irreducible to mechanics), and rejects the mechanist’s observation and argument, 

resting on the antithesis and ignoring the thesis (ibid.).  

     Reason finds both a categorical statement, and this statement’s antithesis, in this dialectic of 

thesis and antithesis. We can understand both of these as confirmed by our experience. However, 

neither could be true if the other is. Neither maxim is the maxim of purposiveness in nature, as 

affirming one maxim is denying the other, and our experience does not warrant the denial of 

either.30 This being so, reason’s demand for the unconditional becomes frustrated in an unsettled 

dispute about the objective truth of either maxim. In this dialectic, of two mutually exclusive 

claims regarding purposiveness, we are continually faced with potential exceptions to the first 

maxim, suggesting the second maxim is true, only to find our experience contradicting the 

second maxim, suggesting we return to the first.   

     It is important to note that this contradiction is not a reflection of a poor formulation of the 

maxims on our part. Discussing antinomies in the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant mentions the 

natural deceptiveness of reason that draws our attention to its problematic employment of the 

contradictory maxims.  The problem with purposiveness is not a consequence of a philosopher’s 
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dilemma of confused notions (or the weakness of the explanatory force of the two maxims) 

within her system, but:  

a natural and unavoidable dialectic of pure reason – not one in which a bungler might 

entangle himself through lack of knowledge, or one which some sophist has artificially 

invented to confuse thinking people, but one inseparable from human reason, and which, 

even after its deceptiveness [Blendwerk] has been exposed will not cease to play tricks 

with reason and continually entrap it into momentary aberrations ever and again calling 

for correction. (A298/B355, KrV) 

 

The unfortunate result of this deceptiveness prevalent in reason, from the reflective character of 

judgment, shows we cannot help but regard nature in these two mutually exclusive ways. 

Purposiveness can be described as heuristic in its function, but it is a native disposition (so to 

speak), present in reflective judgment before any particular judgments take place. Our problem 

does not lie in the choices we have made in selecting which maxims to represent our encounters 

with nature, but in the confusion we suffer as reason commands judgment to speculate on any 

conceivable way to generate a universal where one is absent. Once we recognize this is the case 

with purposiveness, we see further need to limit the scope of what purposiveness signifies and 

find a way to respect its heuristic quality with respect to practical applications of the principle.  

 

§4 Conclusion:  

 

     A good deal of understanding Kant’s claim that purposiveness is transcendental stems from a 

sensitivity to the practical problem in §70 – how to determine which maxim is true. I suggest that 

looking to the successes and failures of Kant’s accounts of biology and teleology, while 

informative in their own rights, somewhat obscures this point. I believe the lesson we should 

take, from Kant’s discussion of purposiveness, lies in his analysis of the power of judgment 

itself. In the theoretical argument, Kant stresses the power’s impressive benefits – to lend 
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intelligible organization to the objects of our experience through reflective judgments of purpose, 

and to sketch imaginative possibilities that may lead to new insights. Kant’s critical eye 

faithfully continues the analysis, to find purposiveness is a double-edged sword that affords 

systematicity, but leaves us confused with respect to the scope of its application. When we 

understand the concept of purposiveness in light of transcendental determinations, this at least 

affords the possibility to allow rationality to check itself against its own operations. A well-

needed humility is put in play; where we grant the significance of the reflective character of 

purposive judgments. Through the transcendental account of the principle of purposiveness, the 

rational person obtains a better grip on that rationality, with the occasion to better master 

thoughts in their practical employment.  

      What Kant shows us about purposiveness is not how nature should be thought to function, 

but the necessity for prudence in our account of particular experiences under investigation, 

regarding the principle of purposiveness. This prudence is lacking if we do not recognize the 

reflective nature of purposiveness. We will not recognize the reflective nature of purposiveness 

unless we ascribe it to reflective judgment, and its a priori power to aid in making experience 

intelligible. Yet, this we cannot do unless granting the principle the status of ‘transcendental.’ 

Taking seriously the negative consequences of this neglect as a further motivation for the 

transcendental status of purposiveness is the scope of this essay’s ambition, and I leave the 

antinomy as it stands here.  
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